REPORT III – CONFLICT REPOTRING IN PAISTANI MEDIA

Matters of Faith in Media
Media Content Analysis
September 2012 – January 2013

The private media in Pakistan has now grounded itself as a powerful medium of public influence and
debate. But is the media playing a positive or constructive role in generating public and policy debates
around faith based conflicts? This report takes a look at four case studies to try and determine how
Pakistani media treats stories linked to faith based conflict.
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MEDIA CONTENT ANALYSIS
REPORTING ON FAITH BASED
CONFLICT
Sadaf Baig

This report is part of an ongoing project to monitor various types of conflicts as covered by
select samples of media in Pakistan, including newspapers and TV channels.
In this report, the focus is on faith based conflict and related issues as reported by Pakistani
media. The report contains in depth content analysis of news coverage of Afghan conflict and
related issues in three newspapers and three TV news channels, over the period of five months
— i.e. from September 1, 2012 to January 31, 2013.
Title illustration is credited to Dawn.com.
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‘It seems that when it comes to matters of faith in our
country, common sense and compassion disappear into
thin air, with only senseless rage – bent upon destroying
the perceived wrong doer.’
-Another Case of Blasphemy, Express Tribune

Chapter One
Two

Introduction

As a state that was created on the basis of ideology, it is no surprise that Pakistan harbors multiple
conflicts whose very basis is rooted in ideological differences. Over the past few years, the faith
based conflicts in Pakistan have become increasingly violent. The state of minority rights has
declined and the number of casualties in faith related incidents of terror has increased.
The Pakistan Army has declared ‘internal threats’ to be the most obvious and potent kind of danger
that Pakistan faces. Be it Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP), Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ), or Lashkar-eTaiba (LeT), most of the groups creating these internal threats have ideological roots and continue
to stage attacks against civilians in the name of religion.
During the last 20 years, over 50 people have been killed in Pakistan after being accused of
committing Blasphemy; none of them have been committed by a court of law.
Given the fact that religious intolerance seems to be increasing, the media has also been at the
receiving end of various threats and attacks by ideologically aligned groups. Reporting on Malala
Yousafzai shooting resulted in the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan, issuing mass threats to the media and
making an attempt on the life of senior anchor Hamid Mir.
Over the course of past five years, the TTP has issued various warnings to the media for following a
‘Western agenda’ and has targeted journalists associated with foreign news organizations. The
media has also faced heavy criticism for broadcasting and printing ‘culturally immoral’ content and
most recently coverage of a Valentines Day campaign resulted in the Express Tribune being accused
of blasphemy.
The media is also accused of being a protagonist in faith-based conflicts; live coverage of protests in
the wake of a controversial YouTube video; the incessant coverage on TV and the choice of words
being used by the anchors can easily be seen as a catalyst for violence. As media’s influence grows, it
becomes pertinent to study media’s own approach towards faith based conflict. As has been seen
time and again, media can both appease and act as a catalyst for acceleration of violence.
In this report we will take a look at four case studies, and analyze media’s approach towards these
sensitive conflicts and see whether the media is knowingly or unknowingly playing a role in
accelerating the conflict.

Research Methodology
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This report, through clearly defined categories and indicators, analyses media’s response to Faith
based conflict in Pakistan. Because of the large number of conflicts, four case studies depicting the
most significant faith based conflicts in the monitored period have been selected, monitored and
analyzed. What emerges is a picture portraying media’s responses to sensitive subjects particularly
blasphemy and sectarian violence in Pakistan.
For the purpose of thematic analyses of content being published and aired, a select sample of news
media was monitored for terrorism related news from September 1 20121 to January 31 2013. Three
widely circulated newspapers and the 9 o’clock bulletins of three popular news channels were
monitored and analyzed on a daily basis for five months.
MONITORING SAMPLE
Newspapers

Jang

Dawn

Express Tribune

News Channels

Geo News

Saama TV

Waqt News

The monitored media outlets were selected because they enjoy considerable popularity and
influence over their audience. Jang and Dawn are among the highly circulated Urdu and English
newspapers in the country. All news outlets monitored are considered influential in shaping up
public opinion.
The selection of TV channels was made to ensure that TV stations from different ends of spectrum
had a representation. Geo News is the top rated news channel in Pakistan, Saama TV enjoys ratings
that place it at 2nd to 4th most popular while Waqt news doesn’t enjoy good ratings but represents a
rather right wing, staunch ideological stance, aligning it with an important segment of the Pakistani
society. All the case studies previously identified were analyzed for the following set of indicators;
1. Framing of the issue – Whether the issue has been framed as a human rights issue, minority
rights issue, legal issue, security issue or religious Issue
2. Tone of story – The tone of the story was checked as another indicator. In particular, story
headlines were analyzed as being inflammatory or appeasing
3. Reporting Tools – These demonstrate the journalistic practices used in covering the stories.
The tools media content has been monitored for include one to one interviews with / quoted
from concerned parties, press conferences, press release, direct event coverage, political
statements, other media, other press events etc.
4. Media Bias – The opinion and editorial pieces have been analyzed to see whether any
obvious bias is apparent.
News items in each case study have been divided into news and opinion pieces to determine which
themes attract the maximum amount of commentary. A timeline for reported events in relevant
themes has also been developed.
1

The monitoring period for Rimsha Masih Case has been altered to include the initial coverage in August 2012.
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The media content has been analyzed on the following set of criteria:
Points of analysis

Initial Coverage

Key Indicators

Reactions /
Opinions

Debates
Generated
Policy Impact

Visual / Photo
Analysis

Follow-ups

a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
d.

[Case study] Context and Background
Basic Timeline
Portrayal of main actors
Framing of the issue
Tone of story
Reporting Tools
Media Bias

a.
b.
c.
d.
a.
b.
a.
b.
a.
a.
b.

Analysis of reported Government’s reaction
Analysis of reported Political Parties reaction
Analysis of reported Public reaction
Analysis of reported International Reaction
Identification of policy debates generated
Identification of social debates generated
Policy changes demanded, promised or triggered
Difference in the opinions reflected in English and Urdu papers
State / Government promises, implementation and media follow up
What kind of messages did the TV visual coverage convey?
Iconic images produced / published in newspapers and the message they
convey
c. The credibility of visual content
a. How did the media coverage end?
b. Have there been any follow-ups?

Digital tools including Worlde, texttexure and Many Eyes have also been employed to present a
visual picture of the data specifically the news headlines.
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Chapter Three

Case Study I
The Rimsha Masih Case

Security personnel shift Rimsha Masih (L) to a helicopter after her release from jail in Rawalpindi on Sept 8, 2012. —
Photo by AFP. Originally published in Dawn

Context and Background
Section 295-A of the constitution of Pakistan reads: ‘Whoever, with deliberate and malicious
intention of outraging the religious feelings of any class of the citizens of Pakistan, by words, either
spoken or written, or by visible representations insults the religion or the religious beliefs of that
class, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ten
years, or with fine, or with both.’
In 1982, President Zia ul Haq introduced an ordinance that added a section to this law. Section 295-B
reads: ‘Whoever willfully defiles, damages or desecrates a copy of the Holy Qur’an or of an extract
8

there from or uses it in any derogatory manner or for any unlawful purpose shall be punishable with
imprisonment for life.’
The law has been a matter of controversy since its inception. According to Centre for Research and
Security Studied CRSS2 , a total of 52 people have been murdered in Pakistan in the last 20 years. In
the year 2010, then governor Punjab, Salman Taseer was killed for raising questions about the
Blasphemy Law and highlighting its increasing misuse.
Over time multiple national and international human rights organizations have raised concerns over
the misuse of Blasphemy Law; specially the victimization of minorities by exploiting the law.
The Rimsha Masih case is a case in point.
On 16th August 2012, Rimsha Masih, a minor Christian girl with Down syndrome was jailed in
Islamabad on accusation of committing blasphemy. The flimsy case against Rimsha Masih was soon
proven to be fabricated and the cleric who had initiated the case was arrested.
There were two main actors involved in the Rimsha Masih case; Rimsha Masih herself and her main
accuser, the cleric Khalid Jadoon.
From the very start, the media portrayed Rimsha Masih as a victim, rather than a criminal. The
headlines, the leads and the choice of words in both news and opinion pieces painted Rimsha Masih
as a helpless, disables child, wrongly being accused of a crime. Media sympathy with Rimsha Masih
was apparent in headlines, copy and analysis.
Portrayal in news stories
The first headline on the story in Express Tribune says 11 year old mentally challenged Christian girl
jailed for blasphemy. The very next headline about Rimsha Masih’s case proceedings makes
apparent The Express Tribune’s sympathies with Rimsha Masih; the headline reads; Breaching
privileges? Blasphemy accused minor denied meeting with lawyer.
Another headline makes a mention of the accuser’s lawyer showing support for Mumtaz Qadri, the
man who murdered former governor Punjab Salman Taseer after accusing him of blasphemy.
Multiple news items include a mention of human rights groups calling for Rimsha Masih’s release in
the lead, even when the news is about court proceedings.

2

CRSS Report: 52 murdered in two decades over Blasphemy. The Express Tribune http://tribune.com.pk/story/433305/crss-report-52-murdered-in-two-decades-over-blasphemy/?print=true
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Overall, the media’s portrayal of Rimsha Masih shows a deep rooted sympathy with the girl.
However, a single news item in Jang, also makes a mention of ‘pro-Rimsha’ bias in the case
proceedings. The news, published without crediting any sources mentions a feud between the
district attorney and the investigative sub-officer; the two officials are reported to be in a conflict as
one wants to favor Rimsha Masih while the other wants to go by the spirit of the law.
The small unaccredited news item in Jang is the only one in which Rimsha appears to be presented in
a slightly shady frame. The other news papers, do mention ‘objections raise by District Attorney
Chisti’ but refrain from going into details, simply saying that he signed the charge sheet against
Rimsha Masih despite some objections.
While media’s sympathies with Rimsha are pretty obvious even in news items, the mentions of the
other key character of the case, Cleric Khalid Jadoon, have been quite carefully worded. Headlines
mentioning the cleric are mostly neutral, however, a few of them do give show the cleric in a
negative light. A headline in The Express Tribune reads ‘Rimsha’s accuser caught in own trap’ thus
giving a negative, trickster image to the cleric. Most of the other headlines, that mention Khalid
Jadoon are straight forward and worded to simply convey the development without adding any
personality to the accuser.
Over all, the cleric has received much less attention from the media than Rimsha Masih.
Ratio of headlines that mention Rimsha Masih and Khalid Jadoon

Khalid
Jadoon
mentioned
23%

Rimsha
Masih
mentioned
77%
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Portrayal in opinion and editorial pieces
The difference in portrayal of Rimsha Masih and Khalid Jadoon is more pronounced in the opinion
pieces. In all of the opinion pieces that have been written on the case, Rimsha Masih’s young age and
disability have been mentioned with concern. The treatment doled out to her has been termed
‘inhumane’3, ‘shameful’4 and ‘unjustified’.5 An article in Dawn terms her ‘unfortunate’6 and an
editorial in The Express Tribune, calls Rimsha Masih ‘an obviously innocent person’.7
The media has also very clearly cast the accuser Khalid Jadoon in a negative and deplorable role. In
an article titled The heavy burden of Rimsha, the writer Yousuf Nasim says; ‘Khalid Jadoon, is a bully,
a sadist and a complete idiot.’ An editorial in Dawn refers to Jadoon as ‘the cleric who cooked up the
blasphemy case against Ms. Masih’8 Another editorial calls for punishing Jadoon saying; ‘The Imam
can and should become a very public example so that at least some will be deterred from going
down the same shameful path.’9 An article terms Jadoon’s actions ‘more than just shameful.’10
Express Tribune mentions his dislike for Christians and says; ‘It is hard to imagine hatred so stirring
that it could lead to such malicious victimization of a mentally challenged child, completely unable to
defend herself.’11

Framing of the issue
The Rimsha Masih case has been framed as a human rights issue in 53% of the stories. It has been
presented as a minority rights issue in 17% stories and as a legal issue in 44% of the stories. Please
note that some stories have given multiple frames to the issue; for example treating the case both as
a violation of human rights and a failure of legal framework.
Interestingly, even though the Blasphemy charge is essentially a religious one, only 4 news stories i.e.
2% of the stories actually framed it as a religious issue.
Framing of Rimsha Masih Blasphemy Case

3

The missing sword. Faraz Ahmed Khan, Dawn, 24 -08-12
Tyranny of the minority – Aasim Sajjad Akhtar, Dawn, 07-09-12
5
Let Rimsha live the live girls her age do – Lubna Thomas Benjamin, The Express Tribune, 28-08-12
6
The heavy burden of Rimsha Masih – Yousuf Nasim, Dawn, 28-08-12
7
Justice served. Editorial, The Express Tribune, 21-11-12
8
The spilled milk of religious intolerance – Editorial, Dawn, 28-09-12
9
Blasphemy Case – Editorial, Dawn, 03-09-12
10
Hypocrisy – Anum Fatima, The Express Tribune, 25-09-12
11
Turn in the tide – Editorial, The Express Tribune, 04-09-12
4

11

Other 1

Religious Issue

4

Security Issue

11

Legal Issue

61

Minority Rights Issue

24

Human Rights Issue

73
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A key observation with regards to framing is that the stories about court proceedings and
investigation about the charge on Rimsha Masih were framed through a human rights lens. They
made a mention of the girl’s medical condition often including a quote from a human rights activist
urging release of the girl.
On the other hand, the news stories about the case against the accuser, cleric Khalid Jadoon were
treated with a purely legal lens. The stories limited themselves to discussing the legal developments
in the case and did not get into the human rights or any right aspect of the incident.
Amongst a total of 31 opinion pieces that appeared on the case, only 3 focused totally on the legal
angle of the case. 81% of the opinion pieces presented Rimsha Masih Case as a human rights issue ,
with a few of them also including the minority and security perspective.

Tone of the story
Of 139 news pieces, only four could be clearly termed to be appeasing or inflammatory, the rest of
the stories were fairly balanced and did not give out an obviously inclined tone.
All the stories classified as appeasing were about religious scholars’ demand to treat Rimsha Masih
fairly and grant her bail. The stories included quotes from the Ulema, dealing with both Muslim and
Christian feelings and focusing more on interfaith harmony.
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Only one of the stories termed inflammatory was directly about the Rimsha Masih case. Titled
Blasphemy Case: Imam denies instigating hate campaign against Christians; the story includes
multiple quotes from Khalid Jadoon that can be termed provocative. For example, the story quotes
the cleric saying; ‘All you chooras (a derogatory term for South Asian Christians) must leave here
immediately or we will pour petrol on you and burn you alive …You sweepers are only deserving of
such treatment.’12 The news also includes another quote from Jadoon saying; ‘it was time for
Muslims to wake up’ and protect the Holy Quran. ‘
The other stories with inflammatory quotes were not directly about the Rimsha Masih case but the
fall out of the case; the relocation of some Christian families from Rimsha Masih’s old neighborhood
which has led to feuds with the residents of the area where they have shifted.

Reporting Tools
Reporting on the Rimsha Masih case was mostly based on event coverage of court proceedings or
press conferences and protests. Only 33% of the stories used quotes from concerned parties other
than the investigative officers (lawyer, family members etc.) The investigative officers were quoted
in 15% of the stories
Reporting tools used in reporting Rimsha Masih case
Reporting Tools
Quotes from concerned parties
Press Conference
Press Release
Quotes from other media
Event /Proceedings coverage
Quotes from investigative officers
Research Reports
Other

%age of stories

33%
9%
2%
1%
35%
15%
1%
1%

The percentage breakdown of the reporting tools used shows that the media was overtly dependent
on ‘official’ information. Be it quoting from press conferences or releases or covering court
proceedings, there does not seem to be much proactive, independent reporting on the issue.
12

Blasphemy case: Imam denies instigating hate campaign against Christians – Qaiser Zulfiqar, The Express Tribune, 2508-12
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Reporting Tools frequently used
Other
Research Reports
Quotes from investigative officers
Event coverage
Quotes from other media
Press Release

Press Conference
Quotes from concerned parties
Interviews
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Media Bias
The media’s bias towards Rimsha Masih is apparent right from the start. As discussed in the portrayal
of the main actors, the media, especially Dawn and The Express Tribune show a clear leaning
towards Rimsha Masih. The copy in news showed a clear sympathy towards Rimsha and disdain
towards the cleric. A total of 15 news stories reported different groups protesting against the
treatment doled out the minor.
All the opinion pieces focusing on the issue clearly leaned towards Rimsha Masih and almost one
third of them also mentioned the cleric in a negative light.
It can be argued that the media’s leaning towards the girl was a natural outcome of the
circumstances.

Reactions on Rimsha Masih case
The Rimsha Masih case was received with much concern and agitation in all quarters. According to
media reports, the case prompted protests from political, public and religious groups alike.
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President Zardari took notice of the case just a day after the news broke in the mainstream media.
Political leaders from various parties issued statements of concern, stressing upon the need for
immediate investigation. The case was taken up and discussed with concern in both National
Assembly and Senate.
In a first, the All Pakistan Ulema Council Chairperson Allama Tahir Ashrafi demanded bail for Rimsha
and the trial under the blasphemy act of Khalid Jadoon Chishti, who is accused of planting evidence
against the minor and has also been booked under the blasphemy law for allegedly desecrating the
Holy Quran.13
On the civil society front, the case was seen with concern by both national and international human
rights groups. Amnesty and Human Rights Watch both urged the government to look into the plight
of the girl. The international media also followed the case with interest and expressed concern over
the misuse of blasphemy law.
The monitored newspapers also published a significant amount of letters from the public, all
commenting upon the obvious unfairness of the accusation and most demanding action against the
cleric and those who’ve misused the blasphemy law.

Policy Impact

13

Blasphemy Case: Ulema council chief demands bail for Rimsha – Peer Mohammad, The Express Tribune, 04-09-12
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Computer generated word cloud, showing text analysis of headlines of opinion and editorial pieces
published on Rimsha Masih case - Generated via Wordle
The Rimsha Masih case did generate a lot of debate over the blasphemy law. Over 47% of the news stories
and opinion pieces on Rimsha Masih referred to the blasphemy law. As many as 45% of the opinion pieces,
expressed concern over the prevalent misuse of the blasphemy law.
However, the concern did not translate into any sort of policy change. At best, the case brought into the
limelight, crimes that have been committed by exploiting the blasphemy law, but the debates did not go
beyond the editorial pages of the reporting newspapers.
The newspapers themselves also have almost given up on the issue since the annulment of FIR i.e. the First
Information Report, against Rimsha and the cleric’s bail. Media’s inability or unwillingness to pursue a debate
that it had taken up with much zeal for the duration of the case might be one of the reasons that the issue of
reforming blasphemy laws in Pakistan have not featured in the policy debates in parliament or other political
arenas.
The Rimsha Masih case was marked for a number of firsts including Ulema’s support for a blasphemy accused
and a bail before final investigations, but the impact of the case remains limited to the direct stakeholders.
The case did prompt national and international concern over human rights and minority rights issues linked
with an easy-to-abuse law, but the concern has failed to translate into real policy change.

Visual and Photo Analysis
The visual coverage of Rimsha Masih case raised a number of ethical questions for the media. First the media
specially the TV channels started airing the photograph of a young girl as Rimsha Masih. It later transpired
that the photograph wasn’t of Rimsha, but just a random photograph of a girl who had been photographed
after the 2005 earthquake.

Earthquake affected girl initially portrayed as Rimsha Masih on TV and newspapers
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Later on, when Rimsha Masih was granted bail and flown out of Adiala jail, the media once again
showed a lack of restraint. Live footage of the transfer was aired on all mainstream TV channels and
multiple images from the scene were published in the newspapers.

Caption - Security personnel shift Rimsha Masih (L) to a helicopter after her release from jail in Rawalpindi on Sept 8,
2012. — Photo by AFP via Dawn

Commenting on the media’s decision to reveal the girl’s identity both by sharing her name and
showing her picture was frowned upon in media circles as well. In an article titled A gross editorial
misjudgment, senior journalist M. Ziauddin writes; ‘The decision taken by most of us to first reveal
the name of Rimsha and then later unveil her face without realizing the consequences for the victim
in the current hate-filled environment of religious obscurantism, I think, is one of those blunders of
editorial judgment that we have come to commit routinely’14
The second actor in Rimsha Masih case, cleric Khalid Jadoon also appears in a number of
photographs and was shown on TV being led to the court.

14

A gross editorial misjudgment – M. Ziauddin, The Express Tribune, 19 September 2012.
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Police escort blindfolded Muslim cleric Khalid Jadoon as he is brought before a judge earlier this month. He was
arrested on suspicion of framing Rimsha Masih

The images of Khalid Jadoon released in the media also enhance the impression that he is the culprit
in this case.

Follow ups
The media coverage of Rimsha Masih case ended quite abruptly. The day Islamabad High Court
dismissed the case against Rimsha Masih, a few editorials were written about the security threats
the girl might still face. However, once the cleric, Khalid Jadoon was given bail, the media coverage
tapered off completely. On 23rd December 2012, an AFP sourced piece on Christmas preparations in
Rimsha Masih’s old neighborhood appeared in Dawn and Tribune. The story titled Cold Christmas
awaits Mehrabad’s Christians paints a picture of Christians’ in Rimsha Masih’s old neighborhood
facing ‘joyless bleak Christmas, crushed by poverty and harassed by Muslims.’15
Since that piece, the case of Rimsha Masih and the questions it raised seem to have gone completely
off the media’s radar.

15

Cold Christmas awaits Meherbad’s Christians – 21-12-2012 – Dawn - http://dawn.com/2012/12/21/cold-christmasawaits-mehrabads-christians/
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Chapter Four

Case Study II
Malala Yousafzai Shooting

Malala Yousufzai is seen recuperating at the The Queen Elizabeth Hospital in Birmingham in this handout photograph
released October 19, 2012. PHOTO: REUTERS via The Express Tribune

Context and Background
Malala Yousafzai a 14 year old Pakistani student first came to light in the year 2009. Born in Mingora,
Swat, Malala Yousafzai, took on the role of an education activist when the Tehreek-e- Taliban
Pakistan, TTP started bombing girl schools in Swat and adjacent areas. As security concerns rose and
the community deserted Malala, then 11, started writing a blog under a pseudonym for the BBC
detailing her life under TTP rule.
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Malala’s poignant blog, her fears, hopes and despair caught
the eye of the world and she soon became one of the better
known people from valley of Swat. After the military
operation in the area, when Malala’s identity was revealed,
she featured in multiple national and international
documentaries and spoke of the value of education for
young girls. As her prominence grew and her stance on girl’s
education started to gain wide appreciation, Malala also
started getting threats from the TTP. She continued on,
unafraid and was awarded multiple awards for courage.
On 9 October 2012, Malala Yousafzai was shot in the head
and neck in an assassination attempt by TTP while returning
home on a school bus. She has since recovered from the
critical wounds and is undergoing multiple reconstructive
surgeries in UK. Following the assassination attempt, Malala
Yousafzai has made it to the list of Global Thinkers16 and has
received various honors and awards to celebrate her
courage.

I had a terrible dream yesterday with
military helicopters and the Taliban. I
have had such dreams since the launch
of the military operation in swat. My
mother made me breakfast and i went
off to school. I was afraid going to
school because the Taliban had issued
an edict banning all girls from
attending schools.
Only 11 pupils attended the class out of
27. The number decreased because of
Taliban’s edict. My three friends have
shifted to Peshawar, Lahore and
Rawalpindi with their families after this
edict.
On my way from school to home I
heard a man saying 'i will kill you'.
I hastened my pace and after a while I
looked back if the man was still coming
behind me. But to my utter relief he
was talking on his mobile and must
have been threatening someone else
over the phone. “
Malala Yousafzai, 3 January 2009 Bbc
Blog Entry

Portrayal of the main actors

Malala Yousafzai and the TTP were essentially the two key actors of this incident. As the story
developed, the state and the media also emerged as stakeholders in the story. From the very start,
the media has portrayed Malala Yousafzai as a heroic figure.
Portrayal in news stories
The very first headlines about Malala Yousafzai introduce her as ‘the 14-year old girl who
championed the cause of girl’s education.’17 Other news stories describe her as ‘courageous’18,’ an
icon of courage’19, ‘a role model’20 and ‘global symbol of every girl’s right to education’21.
Another quotes people calling her ‘a true daughter of Pakistan’22. Multiple news items contain
quotes calling Malala a true ‘inspiration’23.
16

th

Malala ranks 6 on the list of global thinkers. The Express Tribune - http://tribune.com.pk/story/471463/malalaranks-6th-on-top-100-global-thinkers-list/
17
14 year old activist shot and critically wounded. Dawn, 09-10-12
18
Afghan students to offer prayers for Malala Yousafzai. The Express Tribune, 13-10-12
19
Senators shower praise on ‘icon of courage’. The Express Tribune, 11-10-12
20
Recognition: PM Ashraf advices students to see Malala as role model. The Express Tribune, 12-10-12
21
Petition urges peace nobel for Malala. Dawn, 10-11-12
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The TTP has been given flak in the news stories. A news piece in The Express Tribune, published on
11th October terms TTP ‘ruthless militants’24. The TTP has been mentioned multiple times as ‘the
banned militant organization’25. In other news items, the TTP’s attack has been termed ‘cowardly’26
and ‘Un Islamic’27 . A headline in Dawn reads 50 Ulema issue fatwa against TTP.
All in all, though carefully, but the media took a definite stance against the TTP, and the portrayal of
the TTP in news stories paints them as ruthless goons, with no regards for Islamic or human values.
As a result on this coverage, the TTP also issued warnings to the media, issuing a hit list and making a
life attempt on Geo’s senior anchor Hamid Mir.
Portrayal in opinion and editorial pieces
The portrayal of Malala Yousafzai as a hero and that of TTP as ruthless militants was much more
obvious and pronounced in the opinion and editorial pieces. With headlines like I love you Malala28
and I am Malala29, media’s ownership of the girl and sympathies for her plight were obvious. She
was termed a Symbol of resistance30,
In editorials and opinion articles alike, Malala Yousafzai has been framed in a very positive light. An
article in Dawn calls her ‘the progressive face of Swat’31; another says that she ‘has come to
represent the will of a nation fighting to break the chains of slavery’32.
Malala Yousafzai has also been applauded in letters to the editor published in all newspapers. Letter
writers have praised her dedication to education33 and urged the government and the public not to
fail her34.
Whilst the media was generally balanced in the news coverage, the papers have pulled no punches,
letting their disdain of the TTP known in the editorial content. Nearly 70% of the editorials published
in the monitored newspapers make a mention of the TTP and express grave concerns over the
22

Malala stable, support messages pour in. Dawn, 17-10, 12
Malala hailed as inspiration in fight for better education. Express Tribune, 27-01-13
24
Targeting women: Malala, Taliban’s third female victim. Asad Zia, The Express Tribune, 11-10-12
25
Taliban use Islamic Shariah to defend Malala attack. Dawn, 10-10-12
26
Swat Jirga to launch drive against target killings – Dawn, 11-10-12
27
Over 50 Ulema issue fatwa against Malala attack. The Express Tribune, 11-10-12
28
I love you Malala. Atiqa Odho, The Express Tribune, 16-10-12
29
I am Malala. Editorial, Dawn, 18-10-12
30
Symbol of resistance. Editorial, Dawn, 11-10-12
31
Malala Yousafzai, the progressive face of Swat. Dawn, 10-11-12
32
Malala Yousafzai. Rasool Hassan, Dawn, 15-10-12
33
Struggling for the rights of women; Letter to the editor, The Express Tribune, 15-10-12
34
Let us not fail Malala; Letter to the editor, The Express Tribune, 11-10-12
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groups militant activities. Multiple editorials have questioned ‘the continued existence of TTP in
Swat’35 and ‘increasingly disturbing and vague targets being selected by the TTP.’36
The media has also stressed the need to dispense the notion of ‘good and bad TTP’.37
Be it news stories or opinion pieces, media’s portrayal of the two key actors in the Malala Yousafzai
targeting is persistent; Malala Yousafzai, the brave, courageous, symbol of resistance against TTP and
the child activist for the cause of education and TTP, the increasingly violent militants who are out to
target anyone who stands against their regressive, violent ideology.38

Framing of the issue
Malala Yousafzai shooting has been framed as a human rights issue in 88% of the stories, nearly 16%
stories also use the frame of a security issue, while 7% of the stories use other frames to describe the
issue as well. Among the other frames, the issue has been seen as a result of a lack of political and
military will to control the situation with TTP. Interestingly, even though the TTP have used Islamic
Sharia to justify the attack against Malala Yousafzai, not a single news story presents the issue in a
purely religious frame. The stories regarding the investigations of the case also frame the shooting as
a security issue not a legal or law and order issue.
Framing of Malala Yousafzai Blasphemy Case
Other
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It should be mentioned that the human right issue frame includes mentions of both the right to
education and the right to life security. Malala Yousafzai has been held up as a champion of the
cause of girl’s education and that frame dominates most of the stories, even the ones that describe
Malala’s medical treatment.
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Tone of the story
The Malala Yousafzai case is slightly different from the rest of the cases chosen as case studies in this
report. This case concerns the targeting of a single individual, but unlike the Rimsha Masih case,
where two communities were involved in the conflict, Malala Yousafzai’s targeting does not include a
conflict between two communities. Rather, it is a case of a human rights activist against a banned
militant group.
Although the media and the state are indirectly the stakeholders in this case, none were directly
involved in the conflict. Thus, it becomes difficult to classify stories in this case as appeasing or
inflammatory. Nearly 98% of the stories on Malala Yousafzai have been classified as neutral; but this
does not mean that these stories portrayed Malala and TTP in similar light, only that they did not
include quotes or development that might incite violence or act as a deterrent to further violence.
From a total of 315 news pieces, only three could be clearly termed to be appeasing or
inflammatory, the rest of the stories were fairly balanced and did not give out an obviously inclined
tone. The stories termed appeasing concern the decision of a Swat Jirga to stand against TTP. While
the two stories termed inflammatory report of a British Muslim Group issuing a fatwa against Malala,
thus giving miscreants a further incentive to target the girl and a number of statements by Jamiat
UIema Islam, JUI, stating that the shooting was a drama and focusing on inciting anti-US sentiment in
public.
Tone of news content on Malala Yousafzai case
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Reporting Tools
Reporting on Malala Yousafzai shooting was mostly based on coverage of medical and investigative
developments, statements and protests and awards and honors granted to Malala. The tools used to
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report were mostly plain event coverage, or coverage of press conferences and protests. Nearly half
of the stories contained quotes from concerned parties, be it Malala’s doctors, the government, civil
society and human right activists or international figures. The investigative officers were quoted in
just 5% of the stories.
Reporting tools used in reporting Rimsha Masih case
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Once again, media’s dependence on official sources of information is apparent. The lack of proactive,
in depth reporting and investigative pieces is notably missing from the coverage.
Reporting Tools frequently used
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Media Bias
It is no surprise that the media shows obvious bias towards Malala and an evident disdain towards
the TTP. The media’s disappointment with the government and the security forces can also be
noticed in multiple opinion pieces.
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This is perhaps the first time that the media has united to show an obvious bias against TTP. This
stance did not fare well for the media’s own safety as the TTP issued a warning and a hit list soon
after the shooting. One of journalists on the hit list, Hamid Mir, senior anchor with Geo News was
also attacked.
The TTP’s cry of foul over ‘biased’ media coverage might not be without reason, but given the
circumstances, it has to be argued that as guardians of public welfare, the media has rightfully said
‘enough’ to TTP’s bullying. Usually, there is an obvious pro TTP component in media, but this issue
brought together almost all segments of the media industry against TTP, including the right leaning
Waqt TV which is affiliated with one of the most right wing Nawa-e-Waqt group.

Reactions on Malala Yousafzai shooting
The shooting of Malala Yousafzai was met with country-wide concern. The incident prompted instant
reaction from government, political parties and international community. The majority showed
solidarity with Malala, terming her targeting as cowardly and inexcusable.
Government Reaction
President Zardari, Prime Minister Raja Pervez Ashraf and Interior Minister Rehman Malik
immediately took notice of the incident and condemned the attack. The President issued orders to
ensure best medical treatment for Malala.
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa government announced Rs. 10 million bounty for Malala’s attackers, while the
Interior minister Rehman Malik announced Rs, 10 million bounty for TTP spokesman Ehsanullah
Ehsan.
The National Assembly expressed outrage over the incident and called for ‘rooting out of
terrorists’39. The incident was also discussed in the Senate, where it resulted in a war of words over
the policy about tackling militancy; however, despite the difference, the senators were together in
their praise for Malala Yousafzai.
President Zardari announced $10 million for Malala fund on education.
Political Parties’ reaction
The attack was strongly condemned by all mainstream political parties in Pakistan. Mutahida Qaumi
Movement, MQM, Awami National Party, ANP, Pakistan Muslim League Nawaz, PML-N, Pakistan,
39
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Muslim League Qaid, PML-Q, Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf, PTI, Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party, Awami
Party Pakistan and others expressed solidarity and participated in different protests against the
attack.
Jamiat-Ulema-e-Islam, Fazl, JUI-F was noted for a vastly different reaction than the other parties.
Over the course of a month, Maulana Fazlur Rehman Chief of his own faction of JUI, had called the
attack a ‘drama’40, and an ‘international conspiracy’. The Maulana spoke against ‘an international
agenda behind the attack’ and said that ‘certain forces were bent on achieving their unholy goals
over her innocent blood.’41.
Maulana Fazl ur Rehman also lashed out at the media, calling it biased and was upset over the ‘hue
and cry raised over this attack’42. The Maulana was quoted as saying; ‘Why is the attack on Malala
being exaggerated so much while nobody talks of the lives of 40,000 Pakistani civilians and military
personal?43’
Another politician who took a slightly different stance from other political parties was Imran Khan,
who did condemn the attack but deliberately refrained from making a direct statement against TTP
and said that ‘war in Afghanistan is Jihad’. He seemed to defend the TTP by saying that ‘there are
several criminal gangs in the guise of TTP.44’
Different civil society organizations, academia and human rights experts also held vigils and protests
for Malala and prayed for her quick and complete recovery.
Public Reaction
In addition to the public protests held in favor of Malala Yousafzai, nearly 30 letters published in
newspapers show massive public support for Malala Yousafzai. However, the social media was
initially rife with conspiracy theories with photo-shopped and tagged image doing rounds on
facebook and twitter to bring in question the reality of the incident. There was widespread debate in
public over the possibility of this attack being used as a way to generate support for a Pakistan Army
operation in Waziristan.
However, overtime most of the conspiracy theories have been quelled and the voices on social
media have faded. A letter in the Express Tribune says; ‘It is distressing to see perfectly normal
40
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people saying that the attempted murder of Malala Yousafzai
was carried out by the government, agencies, CIA etc.’45

Awards & Honors given to Malala
Yousafzai since the shooting


Other letters follow in similar vein and the writers urge the
public to follow in the footsteps of the teenager and ‘not to
fail her’46.
International Reaction
The attack on Malala Yousafzai brought Pakistan to the
global limelight and not in a good way. The attack was
termed ‘disgusting’ by President Obama and was condemned
across the world. The United Nations Spokesman Mari
Nesirky termed the attack ‘heinous and cowardly’ and UN
Secretary General Ban Ki Mood expressed outrage47.
Prayers were held for the teenager in Afghanistan48 and
Afghan President Karzai called it an attack on Afghan girls49.
Malala was also supported by 2 major pop-culture icons,
Madonna and Angelina Jolie. A global petition asking for
Malala’s nomination for a Nobel Peace Prize attracted 87,000
signatures.
















Malala Yousafzai has also been given honorary citizenship in
Italy and has received multiple international awards honoring
her courage and commitment to cause of education for girls.




Malala Day observed across
Pakistan
Saidu Sharif College named
after Malala
Danish School named after
Malala
Sitar-e-Shujaat awarded for
bravery
Congressional Gold Medal
proposed in US Congress
10m dollar Global War Chest
for education launched to
honor Malala
Malala becomes number six on
FP magazine list of top global
thinkers
Awarded HRCP award for
outstanding Human Rights and
Social Welfare activities.
Malala wins Rome Price for
Peace and Humanitarian
Action.
The Times titles Malala ‘young
person of the year’
Malala becomes Herald’s
person of the year
Malala wins 2012 Tipperary
International Peace Award
Malala awarded French
Women’s Freedom Award

Fallout of Media coverage
The coverage of Malala Yousafzai case, specifically the media’s open stance against TTP did not sit
well with TTP. Just 4 days after the attack, TTP issued a warning to media organizations and
threatened to ‘target media on Malala coverage’50.
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TTP chief, Hakimullah Mehsud was reported to have ‘compiled a list of targets and directed the
group fighters to launch attacks against national and international media outlets in the country’ 51.
On 26th November 2012, Hamid Mir one of the journalists on the TTP target list escaped a life
attempt. On 27th November 2012, TTP claimed responsibility to the attempt. TTP spokesman
Ehsanullah Ehsan was quoted as saying; ‘We targeted him because now he is working against Islam
and Muslims’52.

Policy Impact
Malala Yousafzai’s shooting brought the question of girl’s education and security for the girl child to
light. Despite the heated debate in media over the need for an effective anti terrorism policy, Malala
Yousafzai’s shooting has not prompted the government or the security forces to make any significant
policy changes to ensure security and education for girls in the conflict regions.
The government has made symbolic gestures like naming colleges after Malala Yousafzai, upgrading
schools in her name and awarding her prestigious civilian awards. But, on the policy level, not much
has been done to further the cause that Malala Yousafzai champions

Visual and Photo Analysis
Malala Yousafzai shooting was headline news
for a week after the incident. The monitored
TV channels ran continuous updates of
Malala’s medical condition well after she was
shifted to the UK and as is usual with
headline news, the coverage, specifically the
visual aspect of the coverage left a number of
ethical concerns.
Malala Yousafzai being bought to Civil Minilatry Hospital Rawalpindi

Initially the media’s access to Malala
Yousafzai was quite limited, due to security at the Army managed hospitals where Malala was
admitted. To make up, the TV channels ran archive footage of Malala with graphics and text without
much concern for the family’s feelings.
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The photographs and visuals released to the media and broadcast and published on multiple news
outlets, raise serious concerns about a breach of privacy. The teenager was shown lying on the
hospital bed, unconscious and injured.

Malala Yousafzai critically injured, one of the initial images released to the media

The media’s decision to bring Malala’s injured friends on air, also remains questionable, as the girls
might face further danger.

Both girls shot with Malala were shown on TV before the had a chance to recover

Local TV channels also aired footage of the route to Queen Elizabeth Hospital and showed the
enterance before Malala was admitted, even as British news outlets withheld the hospital’s name
due to security concerns.
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Local media revealed details of Queen Elizabeth Hospital despite security concerns

The fact remains that Malala Yousafzai has been hailed as a national hero, and thus has gained the
status of a pulic figure.
Does this status give the media the liberty to become intrusive in their coverage, specially the visual
coverage, despite Malala’s young age and the threats she faces?
This is a question that has yet to be debated within the media.

Follow ups
The media coverage of Malala Yousafzai shooting continues as she recovers in UK. Both print and
electronic media continue to run regular updates on her health condition. However, coverage about
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the investigations have waned, there hasn’t been a
substantial update about the investigative process since
November 2012, which gives the impression that media is
following the issue only as far as information is easily
available.

Chapter Five

Other aspects of follow ups have also been overlooked and ignored. The plight of the two other girls
who were targeted with Malala Yousafzai barely makes it to the news pages and bulletins. The state
of education in Swat and the questions regarding the security of female students in TTP infested
areas that were brought to the front of news sphere when Malala was initially targeted have once
again been forgotten.
The accusations of right wing political parties regarding the attack being an ‘international conspiracy’
and a ‘drama’ have been left unchallenged and unabated.
Despite all that Malala Yousafzai has endured she is considered a positive story in the media with
regular updates of honors and awards the world she has received, but comment and opinion on
these awards has decreased with time.

Case Study III
31

Controversial YouTube Video ‘Innocence
of Muslims’ and ensuing conflict

Hundreds come out to protest against YouTube video ‘innocence of Muslims’ via The Express Tribune

Context and Background
In September last year an amateur YouTube video sent Paksitan into chaos. Titled ‘Innocence of
Muslims’, the 13-minute low-budget, crassly produced video was scripted and directed by an
amateur movie maker and mocked Islam, Mulsims and the Prophet
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The video shows randomly threaded scenes of Christians
being attacked and a medical clinic trashed by Muslim mobs,
includes descriptions of Prophet Mohammad's life and
generally paints Muslims and Islam in a heinous and
humiliating light.
According to the Guardian it was a ‘hoax movie, a bigoted
piece of poison calculated to inflame the Muslim world’53.
The video sparked violent protests across the Muslim world.
Pakistan was one of the countries where the protests were
most violent and more than 25 people lost their lives.
The country also suffered an economic loss of reportedly Rs
76 billion.

Portrayal of the main actors

It[Innocence of Muslims] was
apparently made by an EgyptianAmerican based in the greater Los
Angeles area, one Nakoula Basseley
Nakoula, reportedly a Coptic Christian,
who initially claimed to be an Israeli
property magnate called Sam Bacile,
using funds from "Jewish donors". How
Nakoula actually bankrolled this film is
not clear. He says his wife's family
contributed the money; he himself is a
convicted fraudster.
This video is routinely described as a
"trailer" and some screenings – of
something – do appear to have taken
place at one rented Californian cinema,
but there is no proof that audiences
ever saw anything substantially longer
than this, nor that there is anything
resembling a "film" of which this is a
"trailer".

The issue of the controversial YouTube video does not Yet the damage is done
revolve around any individual. The only individual involved is
Innocence of Muslims:
the producer of the movie. Only 4 news items were
a dark demonstration of the power of
film - Peter Bradshaw, Guardian
published in the monitored newspapers that mention the
producer. On TV, he was mentioned only 3 times during the
monitored bulletins. None of the news stories actually go into any details about him. However briefly
the media has talked of him, he has not been presented in a positive light. Story headlines call him
the ‘blasphemous filmmaker’54 and give details about his criminal record55. Other news items
mention ‘family on filmmaker linked to an anti-Islamic movie’56 going into hiding and him being
arrested. Beyond these few stories, the main character behind Innocence of Muslims does not make
an appearance in the media.
Apart from the director Nakoula Basseley Nakoula, the United States might be termed as one of the
actors caught up in this story. News stories in Jang57 are full of anti American quotes by various
political and religious leaders. These stories also appear at times in Dawn 58 and Express Tribune59,
but on the whole, the media has not gone overboard with US bashing.
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An article in Dawn quotes JUI-F leadership saying; ‘the controversial movie had the support of the US
and was aimed at provoking the Muslims60’. In Jang, PML-Q Chief Ch. Shujaat has been quoted asking
the government ‘to call American Ambassador and register strong protest’61.
Multiple news articles quote political and religious leaders placing the blame of the movie squarely
on the American government thus portraying the United States as a guilty party.
While the news items containing statements often portray the United States in a negative light, the
criticism in opinion pieces is not as pronounced. A couple of opinion articles and letters bring to
question Freedom of Speech laws in the United States, but on the whole, media’s criticism is more
focused towards the violent protesters at home. An article in the Express Tribune describes Pakistani
Muslims as hypocritical saying, ‘we have done to others what we now cannot bear for ourselves. We
have caused pain, agony and offence in the same vein as this video caused us.62’

Framing of the issue
This issue has mostly been framed as religious issue, with stories including security and RTI (Right to
Information) frames later on. Initially, both the news stories and the opinion pieces on the theme
presented the issue as one of ‘playing with the religious sentiment’63.
Most of the headlines in the beginning included a mention of ‘Anti-Islam’ movie64, thereby rendering
the whole issue in a religious frame. The editorials that initially appeared on the movie, also
expressed concern over the possible reaction in the ‘Muslim World’ One of the first editorials on the
theme, published in The Express Tribune states; ‘The controversial film, Innocence of Muslims, put up
on YouTube by individuals in the US, backed by anti-Islamic pastor Terry Jones, has created a crisis
across the Muslim World’65.
Simply put, Islam and Muslim World were initially the elements that were used to determine the
newsworthiness of this story, thus presenting the issue in a completely religious frame.
However, as the story developed, other factors came into play. With the protests turning violent, the
story was took on the frame of a security issue. Consider the headline Another protestor dies as
60
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anti-film rage boils over66 or the statement chaos strikes capital, Army called in to protect
diplomatic enclave in Islamabad67. As stories about violence across Pakistan started making
headlines, the security aspect of the story also took over. Much later, with the YouTube ban and
internet censorship, some of the stories were depicted as Right to Information issue.
Framing of Controversial YouTube Video case
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Freedom of Expression FoE and Right to Information RTI, were initially categorized as ‘Other’ in line
with the categories employed in other case studies. Since the two were clearly definable frames, the
‘Other’ section was later broken into appropriate parts.

Tone of the story
Most of the headlines were inflammatory, mentioning religious sentiment, giving explicit labels of
‘blasphemous’ and ‘anti Islam’ to the movie. The live coverage of protests on TV was almost inciting
violence. Newscasters kept calling the rioters ‘Ashiqan-e-Rasool’ or lovers of the Prophet and
continuously offered the ‘hurt religious sentiment’ as an excuse for the destruction across the
country.
The ‘experts’ taken on air during the bulletins also did nothing to calm the simmering rage and ended
up blaming the West and the United States for a perceived hypocrisy in the practice of freedom of
expression.
66
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Whilst the print coverage was more mild 67% of the news stories in newspapers have been classified
as inflammatory because of the use of terms like ‘anti Islam’ and ‘blasphemous’. In a situation where
protesters are already violent enough to create both property and life damage, the use of such terms
might lead to further violence.
A single news piece in The Express Tribune, quotes MQM Chief Altaf Hussain saying, ‘If the global
community does not take notice of this and this continues, the world may have to see the third
world war’, the same piece also includes another inflammatory quote from PML-Q Senator Ch,
Shujaat saying; ‘UN and West should not test the patience of Muslim World.’ In the same piece,
Maulana Fazl-ur-Rehman has been quoted, terming violent protests in Pakistan that claimed 26 lives
a ‘success’68.
Another inflammatory article reports Al Qaida’s call ‘for attacks on US diplomats and as escalation of
protests’.69 Not a single story on this issue could be termed appeasing.
Thus, even those two stories could not be categories as appeasing. The neutral stories in this case
are mostly related to the internet censorship issue that has emerged fallout of this incident. Some
stories regarding political developments in National Assembly, UN and OIC have also been
categorized as neutral.
Tone of news content on YouTube video
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The coverage in this case was full of quotes and sound bytes of TV from concerned parties including
political, religious and civil society organizations. The religious organizations communicated with the
media both through quotes and press releases and conferences. The larger part of the coverage
included event reporting from protests, rallies and marches. A few cases were also registered and a
small percentage of the stories included quotes from the law enforcement agencies.
Reporting tools used to cover controversial YouTube case
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With nearly 25% of the stories reporting different protests across the country and another 17%
focusing on the YouTube ban and internet censorship, media’s dependence on the official sources of
information was not quite as pronounced. A large number of stories were indicative of real field
reporting.
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The case of controversial YouTube video lacks any specific characters towards whom the media bias
can be measured.
However, a religious bias in the media content was apparent, more so on TV; the choice of words on
TV branded the Muslim identity on the media, which might be considered as a form of bias.
In print, the media bias is not that apparent. While terms like hate-film and blasphemous movie
might be categorized a labeling, a look at opinion pieces published on the issue reveal that the media
has spoken much more against the violent protests within the country.

Reactions on the YouTube Video
The release of Innocence of Muslims prompted heated reactions from all over the Muslim World.
There were incidents of violence in various countries; an American diplomat was attacked and killed
in Libya.
On the diplomatic front, the United States faced serious criticism and an International Blasphemy
Law was demanded by multiple quarters in Pakistan.
Government Reaction
The government’s initial reaction to the movie was passing of resolutions in the assembly and a
public condemnation of the movie. However, the government soon faced criticism for not doing
enough and responded with declaring 21st September 2012 Ishq-e-Rasool Day70 encouraging the
people to stage peaceful protests to get the message across.
However, the Ishq-e-Rasool Day turned out to be a bloody and violent day and protests that day
resulted in over 25 deaths and 200 injuries. The government also raised the issue in UN71 and OIC72.
Other steps taken by the government in reaction to this video were more controversial – YouTube
was banned an over 230 websites blocked to restrict access to offensive material73.
Federal Minister Ghulam Ahmed Bilour took the most controversial step by announcing a bounty of $
100,000/- for anyone who kills the producer of the movie. Bilour also announced a similar bounty for
‘future blasphemers’74. However, Bilour’s party ANP distanced itself from this offer75 and criticized
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the minister’s decision, who refused to take back the bounty offer despite heavy criticism76. As a
result, UK banned the minister’s entry77 and Taliban removed Bilour from their hit list78.
Political Reaction
Most of the political parties were inclined to blame the United States in some capacity or other, JUIF79, PML-Q80 and PTI81 all issued statements criticizing the United States. Ideological parties called for
unity of Muslims against anti-Islam propaganda82 and various rallies, marches and protests were held
all over the country.
Jamat-e-Islami criticized the government for not taking reasonable action against the movie and JI
Chief Munawwar Hassan was quoted as saying; ‘The cowardice of the rulers and their slavery to the
West is the prime reason for public wrath’83.
Multiple leaders84 called for taking the case to International Court of Justice 85. Participants at an all
parties’ conference arranged by Barelvi ideological parties, called for a boycott of the West 86. JUIF, JI,
DPC and other political and religious groups called for international law on death penalty for
blasphemers87.
The reaction from political parties in Pakistan was one of indigence and outrage. Media coverage
shows that the parties were not satisfied with the way the government tackled the issue and placed
the blame with both the United States and the Pakistan Governments’ perceived nonchalance
towards the issue.
Public Reaction
The public reaction to the movie was that of outrage, protests were held across the country for
nearly a month. Apart from a week of violence laden protests the rest were fairly peaceful. The
violence reached its peak on Ishq-e-Rasool Day. As a result 185 protestors were charged for
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violence88. Later, the media was also blamed for fueling the violence by showing live footages of riots
and destruction accompanied by inflammatory commentary Muslim sentiment.
In two incidents, a church in Mardan was burnt down by a mob89 and a Hindu temple in Karachi was
attacked. In a first for Pakistan, those who had attacked the Hindu temple were charged with
blasphemy under section 295-A90.
International Reaction
The film was condemned across the Muslim world and violent protests were held against Western
targets in multiple countries. Hizbollah chief Hassan Nasarullah called the movie ‘the worst attack
ever on Islam’91. OIC adopted a resolution to protest against the movie.
The United States denied any responsibility for film92 and then Secretary State Clinton termed the
movie ‘disgusting and reprehensible’.93 The European Union condemned attack on Western targets
asking ‘leaders in Arab and Muslim countries to call immediately for peace and restraint’94.

Policy Impact
The only obvious policy impact of the
YouTube video is the continuing ban on
YouTube and other websites in Pakistan.
PTA has reportedly blocked over 239
websites containing ‘offensive’ material
and this also includes the Wikipedia page
on Innocence of Muslims. Pakistan
Telecommunication authority, PTA was
first directed to restrict access to
‘offensive and blasphemous’95 material on
the web on 3rd September 2012.

A total of 234 websites have been blocked by PTA for links or references
to the YouTube movie Innocence of Muslims
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On 14 September the video was blocked on YouTube and by 18 September the ban was extended to
YouTube itself. The ban has continued since, with a brief respite of 3-hours on 30 December 2012.
Controversial YouTube Video – Internet Censorship Timeline
Date
03 September 2012
14 September 2012
15 September 2012
18 September 2012
3 November 2012
9 November 2012
29 December 2012
30 December 2012

Developments
PTA instructed to ban offensive material on the web.
PTA orders ban on YouTube
934 websites containing the movie banned; PTA tells SC
Government imposes blanket ban on YouTube
Continued censorship comes under scrutiny, Human Rights group start
protesting
Interior Minister Rehman Malik sets up body to review YouTube ban
Interior Minister Rehman Malik tweets possible lifting of the YouTube ban;
send summary to the Prime Minister
YouTube unblocked for three hours; ban revived on PM’s orders

The ban has been criticized in most of the media outlets; accept the Jang group, which criticized the
government’s decision to lift the ban on 30the December, resulting in a reinforcement of the ban.
The Express Tribune has called the ban ‘a naked power play’ and holds that the ban is ‘about
controlling our behavior and denying us access to the internet’96.
An editorial in Dawn asks, ‘after the massive strides, Pakistan has made towards freedom of
expression, will it continue to take a step back every time someone irresponsible in some part of the
world posts something offensive on the internet?’97.
While both the monitored English newspapers have openly and frequently opposed the ban, Jang
remains quiet on the issue. A small news item in Jang published on 29th December reveals Jang’s
leaning on the issue. The news item titled Summary for YouTube restoration sent to PM despite
serious concerns, quotes unnamed sources saying ‘YouTube should remain blocked until the
blasphemous movie is removed from the website’. The news piece also predicts growing violence in
the country if the YouTube ban is lifted.
Apart from the YouTube ban, the events following the release of Innocence of Muslims haven’t
resulted in any other significant policy impact.
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Visual and Photo Analysis
The coverage of Innocence of Muslims and consequent protests were accompanied by images of
violence, destruction and hatred.

Protestors demonstrating against a US-made anti-Islam film ridiculing the Holy Prophet (PBUH) in Karachi, Pakistan. —
Photo by AP via Dawn

The images depicted rage and showed people holding banners to incite violence. Images showing
destruction havocked by rioting protestors were aired on TV and published in all newspapers.
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Police charge at demonstrators during a protest against an anti-Islam film in Peshawar onpolice charge at
demonstrators during a protest against an anti-Islam film in Peshawar on September 21, 2012. PHOTO: AFP via The
Express Tribune

The electronic media came under heavy scrutiny for showing live images of destruction, which were
later said to have incited more people to join the violence. The government specifically the
information ministry heavily criticized the electronic media’s role and asked the media to act more
responsibly.

The people were returning from their protest on Mall Road when they entered the Sarhadi Lutheran Church. PHOTO:
EXPRESS Via The Express Tribune

The visuals and images broadcast and published by the monitored media outlets creates a negative
and violent image of the nation. While the media has been accused of being partly responsible for
increasing the magnitude of violence, it is also a fact that the violent protests did not start or end
due to media’s coverage; rather, the violent images were simply a reflection of the intensity with
which the mobs were rioting.
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Follow ups
The media coverage on this issue is now limited to sporadic updates about the YouTube ban. The
plight of the filmmaker, once such a condemned figure in media has been forgotten. Some media
outlets continue to appreciate the YouTube ban as a matter of ‘religious principle’ whiles others are
starting to speak openly against it.
The protestors charged after the violence in the country have also been forgotten by the media and
the current status of the cases against them is not known.
Now and then, different religious groups hold ‘Namoos-e-Risalat’ rallies and conferences where this
video is referred to as a proof of West’s dismissal of Muslim sentiment. However, these conferences
and rallies are not prominently reported by the media and thus, the issue [apart from the YouTube
ban] seems to have fallen on the backburner.
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Chapter Six

Case Study IV
Shia Hazara Conflict

Shia Hazra stage a protest with 87 victims of a bomb blast in Quetta

Context and Background
The Hazara community in Pakistan has remained underprivileged since the conception of Pakistan.
The population of Hazaras in Quetta, the city where the community is brutally being targeted is
between 500,000 and 600,00098. However, the majority of this population lives in poverty ridden
slums in the east and west of the city.
The targeting of Hazaras in Pakistan goes back to the 80’s. It has been speculated that the targeting
has a geopolitical context, with a deeply-embedded belief that the Hazara receive Iranian support.
General Zia allowed state actors to support anti-Hazara groups for this reason99.

98
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Who are the Hazaras – The Express Tribune, 05-10-11
The travails of the Hazara Community – The Express Tribune, 14-01-13
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According to the Human Rights Watch (HRW), 375 Shias died in
2012, with at least 100 of those from the Hazara community. This
was the deadliest year for Shias in Pakistan in decades. In
Balochistan, the Hazaras community has found itself the primary
target of militant groups such as the Lashkar-e-Jhangvi, LeJ.
According to figures released by the Balochistan government, 758
Shias have been killed in the province between 2008 and 2012.
Members of the Hazara community say the true figure is much
higher.100.
The conflict has both ethnic and sectarian undertones, but LeJ, the
group carrying out massive killings of Hazaras

Portrayal of the main actors

“I had prayed that the 2003 suicide
attack at an Imambargah in Quetta in
which my father was killed be the first
and last one.
But the attacks did not stop. In fact the
recent Quetta blast is the height of
brutality. Our people were killed inside
their homes at Alamdar Road. We have
no future here.
Every Hazara house in Quetta has
either sent at least one of their
members abroad or wants to send one
now. In Quetta, it is not the death of
100 people but of 100 families. We
have no choice but to move out now.”

The Shia-Hazara community, especially in Balochistan, the
government, the law enforcement agencies and militant
organizations like Laskhar-e-Jhangvi and Lashkar-e-Islam are the
key actors of this conflict.

Flashback of a dying father and a
prayer – The Express Tribune

The Shia-Hazara community has been portrayed as the aggrieved party in both news and opinion
pieces. An article in Express Tribune quotes HRW saying; “Hazaras live in a state of siege. Stepping
out of the ghetto means risking death.’101 Another article states that Hazaras are being systematically
targeted for ‘political and religious-ideological reasons’102.
Another key actor in the conflict, the government has been portrayed as an insensitive power who
does not really care about the plight of citizens. An article in Jang states that while mourners were
protesting with 87 bodies ‘President Zardari was busy in political chess and his appointed governor
was roaming around England’103. Another article asks what ‘kind of government does not wake up to
the sitiation in Balochistan till people have to stage protests with bodies on the street’104. Another
article mentions LeJ leaders serving as ‘body guards for PPP provincial ministers’105. Similar
sentiment about the government’s approach to the tragedy and the continuing massacre of ShiaHazaras in Balochistan has been expressed in almost all the opinion pieces.
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A piece in Dawn states that, “The government’s failure to evolve a strategy for protecting
communities that are vulnerable because of their beliefs has resulted not only in escalation of
attacks but also in the emergence of new and more vicious forms of violence’106, this statement
clearly holds up the government as an active partner of the increasing violence.
The mention of law enforcement agencies and those responsible to tackle internal threats is largely
missing. While the interior ministry’s absence has been criticized, not much has been said about the
role of Fronietr Corps, police and the intelligence agencies. In the few articles that make mention of
these, the portrayal has undertones of contempt. An article fleetingly mentions Lashkar-e-Jhangvi
leaders being able to escape from jails located ‘inside Quetta cantonment’107, thus hinting at the
Army’s inability or unwillingness to keep them prisoner. The same point has been mentioned in
another article, that talks of Hazaras complaining openly about LeJ’s ‘links with security forces’108.
An editorial in The Express Tribune states, ‘It is not known whether the LeJ is being supported by the
military right now, but there is little doubt that the organization is a creation of the
establishment.’109
A news item quotes a Hazara community representative saying. “We have to admit that Lashkar-eJhangvi was behind the killing of Hazaras and it had the support of ISI’110.
The militant organizations that are targeting the Shia-Hazara’s do not enjoy any kind of sympathy
from the media. Different articles have describes militants as ‘rampaging anti-Shia killers’111, ‘armed
murderers’112 who have ‘declared war on Shia community’113. LeJ has not frequently been
mentioned in the opinion pieces, however, the need to fight ‘groups involved in the Shia-Hazara
massacre’ has been stressed in almost all the opinion and editorial pieces.

Framing of the issue
The sectarian and the ethnic element in the Targeting of Shia Hazaras in Balochistan dominates the
coverage of the conflict. Multiple news stories on Shia-Hazara targeting include the phrase ‘Sectarian
Violence’114 or ‘Sectarian killers’115. Even though the term ‘Hazaras’ represents an ethnic group, the
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media has leaned more towards the sectarian element involved in the targeting, for example a news
piece in The Express Tribune says, ‘Vehicle carrying Hazaras targeted in latest sectarian attack’116.
Another says that the ‘upsurge in violence against Hazaras is a part of a wider surge in sectarian
violence across Pakistan’117.
An analysis of the issue mentions that ‘LeJ ideology is specifically against Shias’118, thus bringing in
the sectarian motive for the targeting.
The ethnic element of the conflict is apparent mostly in some opinion pieces in which the writers
have made an attempt to trace the history of conflict with Hazaras. An article in Dawn, calls the
conflict ‘Hazara genocide’119 by brining into notice the fact that nearly 900 Hazara people have been
killed since the year 2000 . However, the focus on the ethnic dimension of the conflict is minimal.
The conflict has also been framed as a human rights and a minority rights issue in some instances.
Ten stories, featuring profiles and life stories of the families who have lost their loved ones in the
conflict have presented the issue from the lens of human suffering, thus giving it a human rights
frame. Some of the stories published after the bombing in Mastung and Quetta, raise questions
about security, law and order and present the issue in a security issue frame.
Framing of Shia-Hazara Conflict
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Multiple stories, specifically those about statements of protests and condemnation link the conflict
to targeting of minorities in Pakistan, giving it a minority rights frame.
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Tone of the story
The coverage of the Shia Hazara conflict is being done in fairly neutral terms. The only stories that
can be termed inflammatory are the ones that actually make a mention of ‘sectarian violence’ in the
headlines, which might, in some cases result in encouraging violent response from the targeted
sectarian group. However, on the whole, the coverage remains largely neutral and only 12% of the
stories featured inflammatory headlines.

Reporting Tools
The coverage in this case was full of quotes and sound bytes from concerned parties including
victims, political, religious and civil society organizations. The religious organizations communicated
with the media both through press conferences and public protests. The larger part of the coverage
included event reporting from protests across country. The stories on individual targeting and the
two bomb blasts also contained quotes from the police.
Reporting tools used to cover Shia Hazara Conflict
Reporting Tools
Interviews

%age of stories

Quotes from concerned parties
Press Conference
Press Release
Quotes from other media
Event /Proceedings coverage
Quotes from investigative officers
Research Reports
Other

13%
57%
9%
0
0
74%
25%
0
0

The conflict was mostly covered from the field. Stories about the protests specially the one in
Quetta, were full of detailed descriptions and includes SOTs and quotes. The media seems to have
touched all bases including voices from all stakeholders, including the Hazara community.
Reporting Tools frequently used
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Media Bias
The only bias that can be clearly seen in the media coverage is bias against the militant organizations.
It is very obvious throughout the coverage that the media stands with the targeted community and
against those who are carrying out the armed violence.

Reactions on the Shia Hazara Conflict
The Shia Hazara conflict had failed to generate a significant reaction before the 10th January
bombing in Quetta. The bombing however, has brought the conflict to the public eye. The media was
initially guilty of not giving the bombing a reasonable amount of coverage. With Dr. Tahir-ul-Qadri’s
march happening in Islamabad, the media, specially the broadcast media was more focused on the
political drama. However, it would be unfair to say that the media did not pay any attention, the
news was merely given lower priority initially, but soon took the air space as the key headline news.
Government Reaction
The government’s reaction to the escalation in Shia-Hazara conflict had been almost nonexistent
until the 10th January bombing in Quetta that claimed over 80 lives. Even after a tragedy of this
magnitude, the government was quite slow in reacting to the crisis. The Chief Minister Balochistan,
Aslam Raisani was in UK, ‘overlooking the admission of a relative in Cambridge University’ 120, the
interior ministry was busy with Dr. Tahir-ul-Qadri’s long march and the Prime Minister did not react
to the massive protest in Quetta for a two days. As protests erupted all over the country and the sit
in with bodies continued despite the PM’s attempt to negotiate with Hazara leaders, the government
finally gave in and imposed Governor’s Rule in Balochistan on 13th January 2013, effectively sacking
the elected chief minister and handing over the administrative control of the province to the
governor.
The Chief Minister Aslam Raisani did not react well to the decision and Balochistan Assembly that
had literally stayed out of the crisis, suddenly came to life against the decision to sack the Chief
Minister, even threatening to jam the airport and the railway system.121
120
121

As per Geo, 15-01-13
Balochistan in limbo: Allied parties set deadline for lifting governor’s rule – The Express Tribune, 19-01-13
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However, the imposition of Governor’s Rule was welcomed by most political parties122 outside the
Raisani bloc and Hazara Democratic Party, HDP123.
The imposition of Governor’s Rule is the only action the federal government has taken and it is not
designed to address the conflict issue rather maintain law and order in the short-term
Political Reaction
The Quetta bombing that claimed the lives of nearly a 100 Shia-Hazaras happened alongside Dr.
Tahir-ul-Qadri’s long march. As a result much of the political energy was diverted towards Dr. Qadri
and the focus of this human tragedy was initially less than expected. Dawn comments on the lack of
political reaction saying ‘for the first couple of days after the tragedy, political parties issued only
customary statements’124. Imran Khan of PTI, and Ji’s Liaqat Baloch were the first two political
leaders to actually visit the protesting Hazaras in Quetta.
MQM and PML-N also issued statements of protest an condemnation, criticizing the government,
however, on the whole the reaction from political parties was lukewarm on the Quetta bombing.
Apart from the bombing, the issue of continuing targeting of Shia-Hazaras in Balochistan does not
seem to be on the political parties’ radar. Barely any news items during September 2012 and January
2013 are indicative of any sort of concern about the conflict.
Public Reaction
The public reaction to the Quetta blast was that of shocked disbelief and outrage. Candelight vigils
and protests were held all over the country. Media persons, civil society members and various
religious groups came together to protest.
Major public protests were staged in Karachi, Lahore and Rawalpindi-Islamabad.
International Reaction
Not many news items published in the monitored newspapers mentions reaction from international
community. The United States has condemned the “senseless and inhumane”125 attacks as reported
by The Express Tribune.
On a private scale, hundreds of Pakistanis staged a protest in New York. Among the international
rights groups, only the Human Rights Watch issued statements of protest.
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Policy Impact
The sacking of Chief Minister Balochistan Aslam Raisani and the imposition of governer rule was the
key impact the Quetta Blast had on policy. However, when it comes to policy about actually curbing
the spiraling violence against Shia-Hazaras, no policy briefs have been issued nor devised.

Visual and Photo Analysis
The coverage of Shia Hazara Conflict makes a sobering visual study. There are literally no images
accompanying the scattered killings of Shia Hazara people in Balochistan The only images broadcast
and published on the Shia Hazara conflict were taken during the coverage of the Quetta blast.
These images largely include photographs of multiple graves being dug, carnage the day of the blast
in Quetta, hundreds of Hazaras staging a silent protest with bodies of their loved ones and protests
and vigils across country. Most images spelled doom and despair.

People gather after a bomb targeting Shias exploded in busy market in Quetta, on February 16, 2013. — Photo by AFP,
via Dawn
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The newspapers did not publish a large number of photographs featuring the destruction after the
blast. However, the protest staged by Hazaras in Quetta made up for a variety of visual imagery. The
images are indicative of the magnitude of the tragedy.

Hazaras shout slogans as they protest against the bombing. — AFP Photo, via Dawn

The newspapers published various photographs that portrayed suffering and gave a human
dimension to a story that was in danger of becoming too huge a tragedy to be seen in real human
terms.
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“We are giving the government 48 hours to arrest the culprits involved in the killings of our people, or else we will
launch as massive protest,” says Aziz Hazara. PHOTO: REUTERS, via The Express Tribune

The images also talk of media’s growing maturity. Where once, such an incident would mean a gore
galore on TV, the visual coverage of his tragedy shows considerable restraint on the media’s part. No
mug shots of grieving mothers were published.

Shia Muslims demonstrate and sit amongst the coffins
and portraits of bomb blast victims in Quetta on January
12, 2013. PHOTO: AFP, via The Express Tribune

Mourners sit beside the coffins of blast victims at a
mosque following overnight twin suicide bombings in
Quetta. PHOTO: AFP, via The Express Tribune

The depiction of grief is present in the published images, however, there are no extreme close ups or
other intrusive elements present, which might be an indication that the media, often chided for
getting carried away in such events, is finally beginning to make ethical considerations.

Follow ups
The media coverage of the Shia Hazara conflict continues, as the attacks continue. As this report was
compiled, another major bomb blast in Balochistan claimed the lives of more than 80 Shia Hazaras,
resulting in another protest and demands for calling Army in Balochistan.
However, the coverage is not limited to the new incident of violence the media is also talking about
the implications of Army control in the region over democracy. The issue is being linked to upcoming
elections and is taking new dimensions.
The government has now taken a decision to start a targeted operation in Balochistan against the
militants. The operation is supposed to be a combined effort between the Military and the Frontier
Corps. The media coverage over the impending operation and the plight of Shia-Hazaras in
Balochistan continues.
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Data entry form

Annexure

The form was used to categorize data of all case studies
1. Name of newspaper
a. Jang
b. Dawn
c. Express Tribune
2. Type of news item
a. News
b. Opinion
3. Headline

4. Framing of the story
a. Human Rights Issue
b. Minority Rights Issue
c. Religious Issue
d. Legal Issue
e. Other
5. Tone of story
a. Inflammatory
b. Appeasing
c. Neutral
6. Reporting tools used
a. Interviews
b. Quotes from concerned parties
c. Press Conference
d. Press Release
e. Quotes from other media
f. Event /Proceedings coverage
g. Quotes from investigative officers
h. Research Reports
i. Other
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